Center of Cancer
Systems Biology
at CSEMC will
work to develop
new insights into
cancer prevention
and treatment
The new Center of Cancer Systems Biology
(CCSB) at Caritas St. Elizabeth’s Medical
Center was established in 2005. The
CCSB is dedicated to a broad-based
approach to cancer research and will
maintain a sharp focus on cancer
biology and treatment optimization.
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The team of lab investigators and research staff to be assembled at the Center
of Cancer Systems Biology will work to develop novel approaches to the cancer
problem, both at the molecular and at the systems level. As the CCSB solidiﬁes
its team members over the next year, it is anticipated it will become an internationally competitive research and training facility and research data repository in
cancer systems biology.
Joining the CCSB as its founding director is renowned cancer researcher
Lynn Hlatky, Ph.D., who joined CSEMC from the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
and the department of radiation oncology at Harvard Medical School, where she
spent the past 17 years earning praise as a groundbreaking cancer researcher and
dedicated teacher. She graduated from the University of California, Berkeley with
a Ph.D. in Biophysics.
Hlatky brings to the CCSB the support of a recently awarded a $10 million
grant to establish and direct a multi-institutional NASA Specialized Center of
Research (NSCOR) for the study of carcinogenesis, the process by which normal
cells are transformed into cancer cells.
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Science. She lectures extensively worldwide and serves on federal, nonfederal, and
international scientiﬁc granting committees.
Joining Hlatky at the CCSB from the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute and Harvard
Medical School is Philip J. Hahnfeldt, Ph.D., an MIT-trained mathematician who has
specialized in cancer systems analysis. Hahnfeldt has made substantial contributions
to the ﬁelds of chemotherapy and cancer growth dynamics. He is currently investigating the network of gene interactions that drives tumor progression.

Based at Caritas St. Elizabeth’s, the NSCOR will involve the collaboration of
prominent scientists and will investigate the heightened cancer risks from space
radiation faced by astronauts, and will offer valuable insights into cancer prevention and treatment in the general population.
As with other complex diseases, it is now widely believed that critical
advances in cancer prevention and treatment will emerge not from narrow investi-
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As Hlatky assembles her team, she, “looks forward to the Center of Cancer
Systems Biology at Caritas St. Elizabeth’s becoming an internationally competitive
cancer research and training program, a vibrant theater of innovation in cancer prevention and treatment. We anticipate that the center will have a major impact on the
advancement of all missions of the Caritas Christi Cancer Center – excellence in
patient care, commitment to education and training, and innovative research.”
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as well as an updated library/teaching facility for the department’s 34 residents
and fellows. Robelen is a graduate of the Medical College of Wisconsin. He
lives in Weston with his wife, Susan.

